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Editorial

T

he Southern Caucasus is a region replete
with seemingly insurmountable challenges. The three small nations that form this
mountainous region are not only confronted
with the enormous burdens which other former communist countries face such as economic stabilization, democratization, and the
(re-)establishment of civil society, to name just
a few. Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan are
also plagued by additional daunting obstacles
ęȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ǯȱ ȱ
include, most prominently, the multiple unȱ ȱ Ěȱ ȱ ȱ ǰȱ
the often unwarranted Russian and Iranian
Ěǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ ¡¢ȱ ȱ
ȱ ȱ ȱ Ěǯȱ ȱ
in the present and past, the region has been a
political football of the grand powers seeking
to strengthen their foothold over the geopolitically as a bridge between Europe, Asia and the
Muslim world. In view of the lacking immediate prospect of EU membership as a stabilizing
reform catalyst, the Southern Caucasian countries are – to a large extent – forced to cope
with the manifold ethnic, religious, linguistic
tensions on their own. The future of the region
thus remains highly uncertain and domestic
stability is further endangered by the dire economic situation and widespread poverty.
Contrary to many previous western analyses, which have focused primarily on major
ȱ ȱ ěȱ ȱ ȱ Ȯȱ
ȱȬ ȱȱȱŘŖŖŞǰȱȱĚȱȱ
¢Ȭ ǰȱȱ£ȱĚȱȮȱȱ
issue of Euxeinos aims to delve deeper into the
fabric of the Armenian, Georgian and Azerȱ ǯȱ ę¢ǰȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ
editors aim to convey a deeper appreciation of
the ongoing and by no means complete processes of state-building and identity construction against the background of their diverse
ethnic and religious heritage, but also the
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more recent processes of Europeanization and
“westernization”. Despite their highly fragile
traditions of statehood, these three countries
are characterized by a very strong sense of
collective identity, bolstered by century-old
religious and cultural traditions. In the past
two decades, Armenia, Georgia, and Azerȱ ȱ ȱ ȱ Ȭȱ ěȱ ȱ
stress their sense of belonging with the West
in political, religious and cultural terms. Thus,
the Caucasus is torn between continuity and
change in nearly every conceivable aspect of
life and therefore stands out as a particularly
fascinating, yet still poorly understood region.
With this in mind, the authors seek to convey a greater understanding of the histories
and contemporary domestic developments of
the three Caucasian countries. The essays by
Rasim Mirzayev and Michael Dobbins focus
on recent events in Azerbaijan and Georgia
ȱ ȱ ȱ ¡ȱ Ěȱ ȱ ȱ
development of statehood. In his article, Rasim Mirzayev explores the complex interplay
between Islamization and Europeanization in
Azerbaijan. He observes a growing potential
for the radical Islamization of the country –
ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ Ĵȱ
of the overwhelming majority of Azerbaijanis.
The author explains this paradox on the basis of both historical developments as well as
more recent developments after the collapse
of the Soviet Union. He argues that the lack
of political leeway for democratic and prowestern parties and the simultaneous western
support to the ambitions of the Aliyev government have resulted in widespread social discontent and thus provided a “window of opportunity” for Islamic extremism. Thus, closer
ties with the West due to energy resources
may have actually increased the potential of
Islamic radicalism in Azerbaijan.
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Michael Dobbins also looks at very recent political events in Georgia. In his essay he
outlines how the redesign of Georgian political institutions after the Rose Revolution was
largely driven by the power-seeking strategies
of the new elite, who transferred “pseudo-European” political institutions to the country.
This ultimately strengthened authoritarianism
behind a democratic façade. However, he arȱ ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ȱ ¢ȱ ęȱ
and – in view of the new power-sharing arrangement between Mikheil Saakashvili and
Bidzina Ivanishvili – may have “accidentally”
contributed to the democratization of Georgia
if both men and their political allies prove capable of working together.
In her essay, Anush Yeghiazaryan explores
the meaning of statehood for Armenia and
sheds light on the cultural foundations, which
shape the collective symbolism of the Armenians. She stresses, in particular, the adoption
of Christianity as the state religion in the 4th
century as well as the development of the Armenian alphabet and the Armenian territory
itself as the central cornerstones of Armenian
identity. In this regard, Armenia is very much
like Georgia, in which the troika – fatherland,
language, faith – is crucial for identity formation. Along similar lines, Yusuf Özcelik also
delves deep into the past to outline the development of the political identity of the Republic
of Azerbaijan, by examining the evolution of
ȱ Ĵȱǰȱȱ¢ȱȱȱȱ
¢ȱȱ ȱȱȱ¢ȂȱĚǯȱȱ
this background, he provides critical insights
into the unsteady history of the Azerbaijanis
ȱȱȱȱȱȱĚȱȱ
various external powers. Both authors show
that Azerbaijan and Armenia have undergone
Ȭ ȱȱĜȱȱȱȱ
and identity building, which are still ongoing.
We hope very much that the essays broad-
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en the readers’ depth of understanding of this
uniquely complex region.
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